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Appellate Procedure: 
noticing, briefing, and arguing your appeal

William A. Roach, Jr. – Assistant United States Attorney, E.D. Tenn.

You disagree with the district court, but why?

• Get organized – isolate the issue or issues that you want to address
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Does the appellate court have jurisdiction?

• Jurisdiction is strictly limited by statute
• Appeal as of  right – from final orders.  28 U.S.C. § 1291.  

• A final decision is one that “ends the litigation on the merits and leaves nothing for the court to 
do but execute the judgment.”  Catlin v. United States, 324 U.S. 229, 233 (1945).

• Cases involving multiple parties or multiple claims: a judgment as to fewer than all parties or all 
claims is not a final, appealable decision unless the district court has certified the judgment for 
immediate review under FRCP 54(b).

• Injunctions.  28 U.S.C. § 1292(a) – orders granting or altering injunctions (not TROs)

• Appeal by permission – Interlocutory appeals.  28 U.S.C. § 1292(b) –district court certifies 
and appellate court grants petition.  FRAP 5 (requiring the requesting party to file a petition)

Jurisdiction in criminal cases

• Criminal cases
• 18 U.S.C. § 3231: conferring original jurisdiction to U.S. district courts of  federal crimes

• 28 U.S.C. § 1291: the judgment of  conviction is a final order

• 18 U.S.C. § 3742: conferring limited appellate rights for sentences (for reasonableness)
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The appellate court has jurisdiction!

• Good news, now what?

• File a Notice of  Appeal, soon.

• Or at least within 30 days (civil)

• Or within 14 days (criminal)

Notice of  Appeal

• Starts the process

• Very basic filing – provides notice of  (i) the parties, (ii) the judgment or 
order being appealed, and (iii) the court to which the appeal is taken
• Fed. R. App. P. 3

• Tenn. R. App. P. 3 & 4 (and Form 1)
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Form of  Notice

When do I have to file the notice?

• As soon as possible after a final order is “entered,” to be safe… FRAP 4(a)(7) (defining “entry” of  
judgments)

• FRAP 4 sets the timing rules, and they are jurisdictional—i.e., they cannot be waived
• Civil : generally, 30 days after the district court’s order is entered, unless the United States or a U.S. agency 

or official is a party—then 60 days.  FRAP 4(a)
• Some exceptions exist.  See FRAP 4(a)(4)(A) – post-trial motions in district court
• Motions for an extension are permitted “for excusable neglect or good cause,” and must be filed in the district court “no 

later than 30 days after the time prescribed in [] Rule 4(a) expires.” FRAP 4(a)(5)

• Criminal: within 14 days after the judgment or final order is entered.  FRAP 4(b)
• Some exceptions exist.  See FRAP 4(b)(3) – post-trial motions by defendant 

• Motions for extension are permitted “for excusable neglect or good cause” – same requirements as civil 
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You file the notice, now what?

Consult the rules
• Local Rules of  Practice

• 6 Cir. Rules of  Appellate Procedure

• 6 Cir. Rules of  Internal Operating Procedure

• Federal Rules of  Appellate Procedure

• Tennessee Rules of  Appellate Procedure
• http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/rules-and-procedures
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Sixth Circuit’s 
website is your 

friend

• www.ca6.uscourts.gov

You’ve successfully noticed an appeal – now what?

• As the appellant or petitioner, you are asking the court to change 
something that happened at the district court.  

• Tell the court what you want – and why the district court erred.

• Consult the appellate docket regularly to make sure you do not 
miss any deadlines or orders from the clerk
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But first, is time of  the essence?

• For example, is a business deal about to close or a building about to torn 
down based on the district court’s decision?  Do you need to maintain the 
status quo during the appeal?

• Motion to stay the district court’s order?  FRAP 8 (usually filed first in 
district court)

• Motion to expedite the appeal?  FRAP 2
• The point is – motions practice is still an option on appeal, so use it to your 

advantage

When time is of  the essence

• Motion to expedite.

• FRAP 2: “On its own or a party’s motion, a court of  appeals may—to 
expedite its decision or for other good cause—suspend any provision of  
these rules in a particular case and order proceedings as it directs, except as 
otherwise provided in Rule 26(d).”  (except to extend the time to file an 
appeal, which is jurisdictional)

• Use this rule to your advantage!
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Procedure for motions

• To dismiss the appeal?  (untimely, waiver, lack of  jurisdiction, etc.) – think about dispositive motions

• FRAP 37 sets forth the rules for motions practice

• “A motion must state with particularity the grounds for the motion, the relief  sought, and the legal argument 
necessary to support it.”

• Must you respond to a motion?  No, but you probably should.

• “Any party may file a response to a motion.”  Responses within 10 days.  Reply within 7 days of  the response.

• “A motion or a response to a motion must not exceed 20 pages, exclusive of  the corporate disclosure 
statement and [attachments], unless the court permits or directs otherwise.”  FRAP 37(d)(2).

• “A reply to a response must not exceed 10 pages.”  Id.

Transcripts from district court

• FRAP 10 - transcripts

• the appellant must order any district court transcripts not already part of  the 
record that are “necessary” for the appeal; if  no transcripts need be ordered, 
then the appellant must file a certificate stating that no transcript will be 
ordered
• E.g., transcripts of  hearings on motions for summary judgment or to dismiss; trial 

transcripts, jury instructions, opening and closing statements, etc.
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Briefs

• Designing your brief  to comply with the rules – critical.

• Format matters – your brief  is the Court’s first impression of  you!
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But don’t worry!

• The Clerk will provide you with formatting instructions, which are also 
available on the 6 Cir. website.

• Ask colleagues, friends, and others for samples

• Search Westlaw and other online references for samples

Dress Code: your brief  must look a certain way

• VIII. Statement of  the Case (Facts)
• IX. Summary of  Argument

• X. Argument

• XI. Conclusion
• XII. Certificate of  Compliance

• XIII. Certificate of  Service

• XIV. Addendum (Designation of  
Documents)

• I. Cover page
• II. Corporate Disclosure (maybe)
• III. Table of  Contents
• IV. Table of  Authorities
• V. Statement of  Oral Argument
• VI. Statement of  Jurisdiction
• VII. Statement of  Issues
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Consult the 6 Cir.’s website

Cover page – example (bland is ok)
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Designation

Form of  citations – also on the website
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Example

• Each document filed in the district court 
has a unique “Page ID #” – that’s how the 
6 Cir. finds your document 

Footnotes

• If  you must.

• And if  you do, they should be in the same font—14 pt., proportionally 
spaced—as the text.
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Is your brief  attractive to the eye?  It should be.

• Think of  your brief  as your first impression with all the judges on the Court.

• Make it look nice—meaning, make it easy to read.

• How?
• Font

• Format

• Grammar

• No mistakes (we’re all human, of  course, but try your best to limit obvious mistakes)

Attractive briefs

• Use persuasive headings and subheadings to advance your argument.

• Keep your headings towards the top of  each page.

• Use well-organized paragraphs for organizational purposes.

• Readable fonts:  Garamond is nice.  Century works. Calisto too.

• Use transitions.
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Transitions

• Transitions bridge the divide between different ideas.

• Creates a sense of  logical continuity and flow that distinguishes 
excellent writing from the ordinary.

• Great transitions propel the reader from idea to idea, without 
forcing the reader to guess where the writer is going.

• Transitions can—and should—be an acceleration device. 
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Transitions as “mood changers”

• “Learn to alert the reader as soon as possible to any change in mood from 
the previous sentence.  At least a dozen words will do this job for you: but, 
yet, however, nevertheless, still, instead, thus, therefore, meanwhile, 
now, later, today, subsequently, and several more.  I cannot overstate 
how much easier it is for readers to process a sentence if  you start with ‘but’ 
when you’re shifting direction.  Or, conversely, how much harder it is if  they 
must wait until the end to realize that you have shifted.”
• William Zinsser, On Writing Well (30th anniversary ed. 2006)

Types of  transitions

• Compare and contrast

• Identify a time or sequence

• Provide an example or show 
an exception

• Emphasis

• Introduce new subject matter

• Identify a causal relationship

• Concede a point (gracefully, 
of  course)
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Compare
• Compare
• Similarly
• Likewise
• Just as . . . so too
• In the same way

Contrast (argument)
• But
• Yet
• However
• Still
• Otherwise
• Though
• Rather

• Alternatively
• Nevertheless
• Notwithstanding
• On the other hand
• Instead
• Conversely
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Time or sequence (facts)
• First, second, finally 
• Once
• Later
• Shortly

• Earlier
• Recently 

• Afterward
• Then 
• Now 
• Meanwhile

• Immediately
• At
• Eventually

Examples / exceptions
• First, second, finally (works here 

too!)
• For example
• For instance

• Specifically
• In this case
• To illustrate

• Here
• In particular
• That is
• For one thing

• As in
• Such as
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Emphasis
• After all

• To be sure

• Indeed

• Above all

• Of  course

• Undoubtedly (better be sure!)

• Generally

• Incidentally

• Naturally

• Especially

• Particularly

Introduce new subject matter or 
provide another point

• In addition
• Additionally 
• Moreover 
• Further
• Furthermore

• And
• Also
• What is more
• Equally important
• Again
• Besides
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Identify a causal relationship
• Because

• Consequently

• As a result

• So

• Then

• Thus

• That is why

• On that basis

• With that in mind

• For that reason

• Therefore

Concede a point
• Although
• Granted that
• Of  course
• Occasionally
• Even still

• Even if
• Even assuming
• Even so
• Even under
• For all that
• That said
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Transitions make the journey easier!

No transitions = rough terrain!
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How long should your brief  be?

•As short as possible to convey 
your arguments to the judges.
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Well then, what is my page limit?

• Principal brief  (opening and response brief):
• 30 pages OR up to 13,000 words, OR 1,300 lines of  monospaced typeface
• Monospaced/typewriter fonts (12 pt.): 

• Courier New, Ludica Console, Term3270 OIA (probably avoid these)

• Proportional fonts (14 pt.) – use these! 
• basically all the others (Times New Roman, Garamond, Bookman Old Style, Calisto, 

Century Schoolbook)
• If  you must use more than 30 pages—and you’re under the 13,000-word limit—you must 

include a Certificate of  Compliance stating such.

Reply briefs

• Reply brief
• 15 pages OR up to 6,500 words OR 650 lines of  monospaced typeface

• Fed. R. App. P. 32(a)(7)(A)-(B).

• Should directly address points raised in the response brief--i.e., do not restate the 
affirmative points in your opening brief
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Designation of  record documents

• What?
• “An appendix is generally not required” if  the record is available 

electronically.  Fed R. App. P. 30(a).
• “Rather, the party must include in the principal brief  a designation of  the 

electronic documents being referenced.”  6 Cir. R. 30(g)(1); 28(b)(1)(A)(i).
• If  record items are necessary that are not filed electronically—such as 

documents filed before electronic filing was available—then an appendix 
of  those documents only is required.  6 Cir. R. 30(a)(1).
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Should you request oral argument?

• It depends!  
• Are you the appellant?  If  yes, then probably.  It not, then probably not.  But 

of  course there are exceptions to this general rule.
• If  I request oral argument, will the Court grant my request?

• “Oral argument must be allowed in every case unless a panel of  three judges who have 
examined the briefs and record unanimously agrees that oral argument is unnecessary.”
Fed. R. App. 34(a)(2) (emphasis added).

• Oral argument will be granted if  you can convince one judge that it would be helpful

Rule 28(j) letters

• To alert the court to “pertinent and significant authorities [that] come to a 
party’s attention after the party’s brief  has been filed—or after oral argument 
but before decision.”  Fed. R. App. P. 28(j).

• Limited to 350 words, so be brief—and concise!

• Although not required, a response must be limited to 350 words and “must 
be made promptly” – i.e., generally within a week of  receiving the letter.
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Oral Argument – the fun part (finally)!

• You will have roughly six weeks notice before the argument date.  6 Cir. I.O.P. 34(c)(1).  
• 15 minutes per side, and the appellant may reserve rebuttal time
• “The purpose of  oral argument is to emphasize and clarify the argument in the briefs.”  6 Cir. R. 

34(g)(1).
• Along the same lines, “[c]ounsel should prepare for oral argument with the knowledge that the judges 

have already studied the briefs.  Reading from briefs, decisions, or the record is disfavored and 
permitted only in unusual circumstances.  Counsel should be prepared to answer questions from the 
court.” 6 Cir. I.O.P. 34(c)(4). 

• Which three judges will be on my panel!?
• “The names of  the judges who will hear the case are posted on the court’s website . . . on the first 

business day of  the week two weeks before oral argument.” 6 Cir. I.O.P. 34(b)(5). 

Oral Argument!

• You may use computers during your argument

• But you will not have access to the Court’s Wi-Fi, so bring a hotspot if  
you need access.

• Rules available on the Court’s website.  
• http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/sites/ca6/files/documents/rules_procedures/Electronic_Dev

ice.pdf

• Good practice à listen to a handful of  arguments on the Sixth Circuit’s website

http://www.ca6.uscourts.gov/sites/ca6/files/documents/rules_procedures/Electronic_Device.pdf
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Oral argument – forensics

• Formal interaction with a conversational demeanor
• “I am here to help.” 

• Bring a notebook to the podium with your outline and exhibits (but probably nothing else)

• Empty your hands – no pens, glasses, etc. in your hands

• Rest your hands lightly on the podium (OK to communicate with hands, to an extent…)
• Make – and maintain – eye contact, which is very important to establishing a rapport

• Think about how you would have a conversation with an acquaintance

Oral argument – opening statement

• Theme of  your case – be able to distill your case into three sentences or less
• Within roughly three sentences, tell the court what you are asking it to do and why.

• For example: “Good morning your honors.  My name is ___, and I represent ___.  The 
district court wrongly applied the search-incident-to-arrest doctrine in denying 
defendant’s suppression motion.  That limited exception to the warrant requirement 
does not apply in this case because the purse searched by the officers was not within the 
defendant’s wingspan when she was arrested.  This Court should reverse the district 
court’s order and suppress the evidence.
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Oral argument – best practices

• Listen to the question
• Think about the question
• Think about your answer to the question
• Answer the question – e.g., “Yes, your honor, because…”  “Yes, your honor, but only is limited situations not 

applicable here…”  “No, your honor, not in this situation…”
• Be deferential (but also firm) – and do not concede a position unless you must.

• Practice, practice, practice!
• Record yourself, either on audio or, even better, on video.  Not a comfortable thing to do, but helpful

• Slow down…  
• Refrain from jokes.  I have seen an attempt at humor fail miserably… 

Tennessee Rules of  Appellate Procedure

• Tenn. R. App. P. 1: “These rules are not identical to the Federal Rules of  Appellate 
Procedure either in their substance or organization. Instead, they reflect a study of  
existing Tennessee law as well as the rules and statutes of  virtually every other 
state.”  
• But, for the most part, the rules are very similar.

• E.g., notice of  appeal (Rule 4) begins the appellate process.
• Costs and fees of  appeal are due to the court when you file your notice (Rule 6)

• But time to file a notice of  appeal is 30 days for both civil and criminal (Rule 4)
• Similar exceptions to the timing requirements for post-trial motions
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Tennessee Rules of  Appellate Procedure

• Similar rule for interlocutory appeals, filed first in the district court (Rule 9)
• Rule 9(d) sets forth specific criteria for content required when application is made to 

the clerk of  the appellate court (e.g., statement of  question, statement of  facts, etc.)

• Application does not stay the trial court proceedings unless the judge so orders (R. 9(f))

• Rule 10 (similar to the mandamus rule in federal court) allows for direct 
applications to the appellate court for an “extraordinary appeal” 
• Similar requirements for the contents of  the application set forth in Rule 10(c)

• https://www.tncourts.gov/rules/rules-appellate-procedure

What if  you lose at the court of  appeals?

• Rule 11 – Appeal to the Supreme Court by permission. – “application for permission to appeal”
• Supreme Court, in its sole discretion, considers four factors when deciding whether to grant application:

• (1) the need to secure uniformity of  decision, 

• (2) the need to secure settlement of  important questions of  law, 
• (3) the need to secure settlement of  questions of  public interest, and 

• (4) the need for the exercise of  the Supreme Court's supervisory authority.

• Petition must be filed within 60 days after the appellate court’s entry of  judgment, if  no timely petition for 
rehearing has been made (argument section in petition limited to 50 pages)
• BUT – the appellant’s proposed brief  may be filed with the application for permission to appeal (Rule 11(b))

• Rule 11(b) sets forth rules for content of  petition (e.g., questions presented, facts, reasons)
• Rule 11(f) – if  petition is granted, opening brief  is due 30 days later
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Tennessee Rules of  Appellate Procedure

• Rule 27 – Contents of  Briefs
• Contents of  principal brief. Similar to 6 Cir.: “TOC, TOA, Jurisdictional Statement, 

Statement of  Issues, Statement of  the Case, Statement of  Facts, Argument (including 
standard of  review), Conclusion”

• Contents of  response brief: only TOC, TOA, argument, and conclusion are required

• Length. Page limitation for “argument” section – principal briefs (50 pages), reply 
briefs (25 pages) – note that “the full brief  may exceed the 50-page limitation”

• Form of  briefs: double-spaced and font not smaller than 12 pt. TNR.  (See Rule 30)

Oral Argument in Tennessee

• Rule 35 – Conduct of  Oral Argument
• Any party requesting oral argument must state its intent on the brief ’s cover page

• Parties generally have 30 minutes each (prepare, prepare, prepare)
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You lost your appeal… now what?

• Panel rehearing
• 6 Cir.: petition must be filed within 14 days after judgment (unless U.S. is a 

party, then 45 days).  See Fed. R. App. P. 40(a).
• Page limitations same as for principal and response briefs (30 pages or 14,000 

words/15 pages or 7,000 words).  See Fed. R. App. P. 40(b).
• No answer to the petition is permitted unless requested by the court.

• Tennessee: petition must be filed within 10 days after judgment and shall not 
exceed 15 pages.  Rule 39 (setting forth four discretionary factors)
• No answer to the petition is permitted unless requested by the court.

The court denied your petition for panel rehearing…

• Petition for rehearing en banc (only in 6 Cir.)
• Not generally favored unless “en banc consideration is necessary to secure or maintain 

uniformity of  the court’s decisions” or “the proceeding involves a question of  
exceptional importance.”  Rule 35(a)(1)-(2).

• Must be filed within 14 days after entry of  judgment (45 days if  U.S. is a party)
• Limited to 15 pages

• No response unless the court orders one

• Petitioner will be granted if  a majority of  active status judges vote in favor
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You won your appeal!

Questions?


